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GCE Religious Studies 8RS0 4A

Introduction
This specification was examined for the first time this year.
The examination contained four questions- with the final question having a part 'a' and a
part 'b'.
Questions 1 and 4a were designed to test AO1.
Questions 2, 3 and 4b were designed to test both AO1 and AO2.
Some candidates displayed an excellent detailed knowledge and understanding of specific
religious teachings and practices and were able to look at other points of view objectively.
At the same time, there were candidates who appeared to have only limited knowledge
and understanding of the specification, and who sometimes wrote a great deal of general
knowledge surrounding a topic, without directly addressing the specific question.
These will be explored in greater detail as this report considers each question.
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Question 1
This question required candidates to explore the beliefs about the Five Precepts. In the
context of this specification and the exam paper the instruction 'explore' asks candidates to
demonstrate understanding by investigating different reasons, concepts and ideas.
The vast majority of candidates were able to correctly identify what the Five Precepts
were. Some candidates demonstrated a superficial knowledge or a narrow range of the key
religious ideas and beliefs only, and this limited them to level 2. Occasionally, candidates
explored other aspects of the specification such as the Noble Truths or Three Poisons.
Careful revision will help candidates as they prepare for the examination.
This response is used to show the level of detail needed to gain 8 marks in the question.
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Examiner Comments

This example gained 8 marks and
shows an understanding of the Five
Precepts and also uses the Five
Precepts to address a broad range of
key religious ideas and beliefs. Each
of the Five Precepts is explored with
some examples of the implications
for Buddhists. The last part of the
answer begins to show a depth of
understanding that goes beyond a
narrow range to a broad range.

Examiner Tip

There were some candidates who over
answered the question. Care should
be taken with time management. This
response shows a good level of detail
to gain the 8 marks.

This response gains Level 3, 7 marks. In comparison to the previous example this answer
shows the difference within the levels of response, and in particular the differences between
two Level 3 responses.
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Examiner Comments

In this response the candidate clearly outlines the Five
Precepts and explores the various implications for a
Buddhist today. In a similar way to the previous example
this response shows a broad range of religious ideas and
beliefs. The depth of understanding is also good as they
can see the implications of following the Five Precepts
-- some of the elements are inaccurate however.
The major difference seems to be the inaccuracy,
especially in the use of specialist language. This response
uses terminology such as poisons and Precepts which is
very positive. In the last section the use of 'suffering' is
clearly identified and linked well with the answer. Some
use of Buddhist terminology, e.g. dukkha, would have
shown a wider range of specialist language.

Examiner Tip

As suggested in the comment above
the inclusion of material that is
inaccurate can hinder the candidate
from gaining the highest level. Make
sure the material used is appropriate,
accurate, and sustained throughout.
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Question 2
This question asked candidates to assess the significance of the founding of the sangha.
'Assess', as used in this question, requires a reasoned argument of factors to reach a
judgement regarding sangha's importance/relevance to the question context. Within
this question, as with all questions, the level descriptors are key in marking the answers
provided.
Within a large number of responses to this question there was an issue for candidates in
identifying what the question was asking. The question focused on the founding of the
sangha which comes from section 2.1 of the specification, Candidates often answered about
the significance of the sangha itself with no reference to its founding. Some candidates were
able to link the sangha today with the importance of the founding, but the vast majority
did not and as such were very limited in the marks they could be awarded, if any at all. This
highlights the need for candidates to read the question very carefully. There are elements of
the specification that necessarily address topics that overlap -- candidates need to be aware
of the demands of the question.
This answer is a comprehensive response to the question and is awarded a Level 3 - 9
marks.
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Examiner Comments

Within this response there is clear evidence of the
candidate meeting all of the requirements for Level 3.
There is a wide range of knowledge shown - the first
paragraph uses information about the events of the
sangha but is able to use them to construct a reasoned
judgement that shows a logical chain of reasoning
based on the knowledge demonstrated. The final
paragraph shows how an exploration of the sangha
today can be linked to the founding of the sangha.
They link the founding with its existence today. This
candidate concludes with an alternative viewpoint.
This enables them to assess its significance in greater
detail, and to provide evidence-reasoned judgements.
This is a very clear and coherent response.
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Examiner Tip

This candidate is very clear in
linking their response to the
question. This is important
and shows that the candidate
is very clearly answering the
question rather than going off on
tangents. It would be useful for all
candidates to bring the points they
are making back to the question
being asked at various points
through the response.

Question 3
This question asked candidiates to assess the significance of the five khandas. This question
was generally not answered well, and was often left blank. The Five khandas are clearly
delineated in the specification and are a key belief in elements of Buddhism. It is important
that all areas of the specification are revised in preparation for the exam. Some candidates
spoke about the five khandas which was perfectly fine. The specification uses Pali spellings
of words, and it is the Pali that will always be used in the exam. Teachers and candidates are
at liberty to use the Sanskrit transliterations, but candidates must know the Pali spellings in
preparation for the exam.
Some candidates when answering this question also merely gave information about what
the five khandas are. As such they are limited to Level 1 as indicated in the mark scheme for
just using AO1 knowledge in their response.
This response is awarded a level 3 - 7 marks.
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Examiner Comments

To some extent, after a brief introduction
to what the five khandas are, this response
argues for and against their significance. In
doing so they deconstruct the information
which leads to a basic chain of reasoning. The
range of knowledge that they use is included
appropriately but is not necessarily wide, and
their inaccuracy in suggesting that the belief in
the five khandas goes against the self cannot
be credited. As such the response clearly meets
all the criteria for a level 2 mark. However, the
judgements that they reach show coherence
and reasoning which explore a very wide range
of the elements in the question. As such the
response is able to move into level 3 and is
awarded 7 marks.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should ensure that
the chains of reasoning are clearly
deconstructed. This relies on a wide
range of accurate knowledge. There is
not sufficient material in the rest of the
response to make this a more secure
level 3.
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Question 4
Question 4 is split into two sections: a and b. These questions will be linked in theme but are
looking for different things. The 'a' question will always be 'Explore'. This follows the same
format as question 1, and 8 AO1 marks are available. In the context of this specification and
the exam paper the instruction 'explore' asks candidates to demonstrate understanding
by investigating different reasons, concepts and ideas. This question asked candidates to
explore the use of the Tipitaka. A large number of candidates just outlined the contents of
the Tipitaka and made little or no attempt to link it to the use, and as such they were limited
in the marks they could gain. This shows the need to read the question carefully and ensure
that the response is answering the right question rather than the one we have assumed
when seeing a key word that we recognise.
Question 'b' always asks candidates to 'Analyse'. In the context of the specification and
exam paper this requires candidates to "Deconstruct information and/or issues to find
connections and provide logical chains of reasoning in order to make judgement’s regarding
their important/relevance to the question context.' In this 5 marks are available for AO1
and 15 for AO2. In practice these are assigned in the context of the levels of response. It is
important, as with all other questions, that the levels of response are used in practice exam
questions. This question required candidates to analyse the significance of the Tipitaka as a
source of wisdom. The responses to this question were very varied.
For question a this response gained a Level 3- 7 marks.
For question b this response gained a Level 4- 18 marks
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Examiner Comments

In the 'a' question the candidate is able to utilise the information they provide about the three
baskets and link them to their use. As such this can be credited as a way of addressing a broad
range of key religious beliefs and ideas. Without linking them to the use, this, by itself, would
be a narrow range of knowledge. This response uses language to link the response back to the
question. The answer shows a wide range of knowledge and comprehensively develops key
religious ideas, to show a depth of understanding. The approach this candidate took was to
explore different baskets which is a perfectly valid way of answering the question.
For the response to question 'b' the candidate shows a wide range of knowledge about
the significance of the Tipitaka. Specialist language and terminology are used with felicity
throughout. The candidate is also able to draw on different schools of Buddhism and some
element of scholarship. They are able to critically deconstruct the information providing
logical chains of reasoning that are always tied to the question about the significance of the
Tipitaka as a source of wisdom. Throughout the answer there is an appraisal of the evidence
provided. Sometimes candidates may do this in a concluding paragraph which would be fine;
in this example the candidate does his throughout and then brings it together at the end. The
conclusion could have been slightly more comprehensive but this is a minor point.

Examiner Tip

For the 'a' question, and perhaps at the risk of repetition it
is important to link the points being made to the question
being asked.
For the 'b' question the candidate could have explored
the nature of the Tipitaka as a source of the dhamma.
This would have led to a fuller range of knowledge. In this
example the candidate is not really disadvantaged by this as
they are able to argue persuasively about the difference; in
other examples, however, candidates responded with 'The
Four Noble Truths are a better source of wisdom' forgetting
that they are found within the Tipitaka. This answer shows a
precision necessary for a high level response.
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Question 'a' is awarded level 2- 5 marks
Question 'b' is awarded Level 3- 13 marks
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Examiner Comments

The response to question 4a is very limited in its exploration of
the use of the Tipitaka. It is a very detailed response about the
contents of the Tipitaka but the use has to be searched for - it
is used as a source of wisdom; to help understand teachings;
used as guidelines. These are almost incidental to the answer
and should have formed the framework for the points that are
being made. As such the candidate is only able to address a
narrow range of key religious ideas but does show a depth of
understanding, thus gaining a level 2.
The response to 'b' is clearly structured but lacks the depth
of the previous response. This candidate uses a reange of
knowledge in answering the question and begins to make basic
chains of reasoning. There is less obvious developments of
appraisal of evidence - the conclusion utilises new information
which is very positive but it is merely briefly mentioned briefly.
Each of these points, such as the place of the Tipitaka within
Mahayana, had great potential for exploration. A further
example is the line on the first page about 'granted they use the
Tipitaka'- this is an important point that was left unexplored- as
such the judgements are supported by an attempt to appraise
evidence.

Examiner Tip

Here a clearer structure to the answer
that responds to the question would
have enabled this candidate to gain a
higher level in their mark.
For question 'b' the conclusion could
be better as a drawing together of the
points being made throughout rather
than relying on new information to
extend it. This led to a lack of depth.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
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•

Address the question directly and specifically

•

Make sure care is taken with time management

•

Make sure the material used is appropriate, accurate and sustained

•

Read the question carefully

•

Don't rely solely on general knowledge -- analyse the topic logically.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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